નં.એસ.સી.ટ .સેલ/ િત આધા રત ભેદભાવ/45240/2021

તા.30/09/2021

િત,
૧.

િુ નવિસટ ના ભવનોના ડાયર ટર ીઓ...

૨.

િુ નવિસટ ના િવભાગોના વડા ીઓ...

૩.

િુ નવિસટ સંલ ન કોલેજોના આચાય ીઓ...

૪.

િુ નવિસટ સંલ ન મા ય સં થાઓનાં વડા ીઓ...

િવષય : ઉ ચ િશ ણમાં

િત આધા રત ભેદભાવની ફ રયાદ

ગે..

સંદભ : એસ.સી.ટ . સેલનાં ઈ-મેઇલ આઈડ sctcell@gujaratuniversity.ac.in ઉપર તા.15/09/2021
આવેલ પ

નં. D.O.No.F.1/7/2011 (SCT) dated 9th September 2021, UGC New Delhi.

ીમાન,
ઉપરો ત િવષય અને સંદભ આ સાથે સંલ ન બડાણ વયં પ ટ છે ,

ની લા ુ પડતી

ુ ાર સમય મયાદામાં આ ષ
ુ ાં ગક કાયવાહ કરવા આદશા સ
ુ ાર જણાવવામાં
જોગવાઈઓ પર વે અ સ
આવે છે .
આભાર,
કા. ુ લસ ચવ વતી
બીડાણ - ઉપર

ુ બ.
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D.o. No.F.l -7 I 2011(scT)

Sub:-

9th

September,202l

Prevention of Caste Based Discrimination in Higher Education -reg.

Sir/Madam,
As you are aware, the University Grants Commission has taken various steps for the Prevention

of

Caste Based Discrimination in Higher Education Institutions. UGC has issued letters dated
19.07.2071., 02.07.2013, 07.03.2016, 05.09.2016, 1,5.05.2017, 04.06.2018, 26.06.201.9 and
74.09.2020 with the request to Universities to take the following action:

o

The Officials/faculty members should desist from any act of discrimination against SC/ST
students on grounds of their social origin.

r

The University/lnstitute/College may develop a page on their website for lodging such
complaints of caste discrimination by SC/ST students and also place a complaint register in
the Registrar/Principal Office for the purpose. If any such incident comes to the notice of
the authorities, action should be taken against the erring official/faculty members
promptly.

o

The university and colleges should ensure that no official/faculty members indulge in any
kind of discrimination against any community or category of students'

o

The University may constitute a committee to look into the discrimination complaints
received from the SC/ST/OBC Students /Teachers and non-teaching staff.

You are requested to advise the officials/faculty members of your university/lnstitute to
be more sensitive while dealing with incidents of caste discrimination. You are also requested to
provide information for the year 2O2O-21 in the prescribed format on the University Activity
Monitoring Portal [UAMP) of UGC at link https://ugc.ac.in/uamp/) urgently.
The above instructions should also be circulated to all the constituent and affiliated colleges
of your university for follow-up action please.

With kind regards,

Yours Sincqrely,

o?i^(L-)
( Rajnlsh fain)
To

The Vice-Chancellor of All Universities.

Action Taken Report of Universities/lnstitutions to Prevent Caste Based Discrimination
for the Year 2020-21
Name of the University/lnstitutionAction Taken
Items

Sl.No.

sc

1

Whether the University/lnstitution has consititued any
Committee to look into the complaints of discrimination
received f rom the SC/sT/OBC Students/Teachers/NonTeaching Staflgive details thereof
.

2

Whether the University/lnstitution has devloped a page on
its website for lodging complaints of caste based

dicrimination by SC/ST/OBC students.Give

URL and

details

thereof.
Whether the University/lnstitution is maintaining the
Complaint Register and the mode of action taken on the
complaint of caste based discrimination
(l)Number of complaints received during the last one year

3

(ll)Out of the total complaints received, number of
complaints settled/solved.

(lll)Whether any suicidal type of action reported in the
complaints (Number)
(lv)Action taken in case incident comes to the notice of the

authority against official/faculty
Whether the University/tnstitution has any Cell to look into
the complaints of caste based djscrimination against
SC/ST,/OBC received

from the affiliated/constituent Colleges.

(l)Mode of solving the College problems
4

(ll)Number of complaints receaeved in the ColleBes during the
last one year

(lll)Out of the total complaints receieved in the Colleges,
number of complaints settled/solved.
(lV)Type of instructions issued to the College against caste
based discrimination

ST

oBc

